
11150 Field Trip Report 

How has Canberra responded to the 2003 bushfire? 

The Field Trip: The Field trip was recorded for virtual use in 2020 and attended virtually for this 

report on the  13th of April 2022. The field trip offered insight into the 2003 Canberra bushfires by 

visiting locations significant to the disaster.  

Background of the bushfires: 

In the months prior to the 2003 Canberra bushfires, Australia was experiencing a significant drought 

(Hedley & Lu, 2004). This drought would contribute to dry conditions that made Canberra vulnerable 

to bushfire. On January 8th four fires were ignited along the western Border of the ACT (Doogan, 

2006, p.107). Three of these fires were within ACT borders and were relatively small. The northern 

most fire was the largest and within the borders of NSW (Doogan, 2006, p. 107-108). These 3 ACT 

fires were initially assessed as ‘Not spreading catastrophically’ (Doogan, 2006, p. 110).  

There were varying reasons for not immediately extinguishing these fires. These include the safety of 

firefighters considering that the remote area was rough and overgrown. The incident controller on 

the ground had reservations about making fire service personnel work throughout the night in the 

conditions (Doogan, 2006, p. 120-122). There was also a degree of overconfidence stemming from 

prior experience with a fire in 2001. This led to a belief that fires could be contained before reaching 

urban areas of Canberra (Doogan, 2006, p. 64).  

Over the next few days attempts to halt the fire within ACT borders were plagued with ineffective 

communication and lack of proper aggression (Doogan, 2006, p. 113). As the days continued the 

fires were allowed to grow in size, with no real commitment to extinguishing them completely as fire 

services conducted ‘mid fire operations’ (Doogan, 2006, p. 179). By the 12th of January fire services 

had missed the opportunity to extinguish the fires early (Doogan, 2006, p. 193). Over the next few 

days they utilised indirect tactics such as back burning to contain them. The largest fire to the north 

was growing but ACT fire services had no jurisdiction over it.  

On the 15th of January at 2am the two fires to the south combine, presenting a much larger front for 

containment (Doogan, 2006, p. 209). Over the next few days weather conditions remained non-

threatening and the growth of the fires was relatively small. During this time ACT fire services were 

constructing containment lines with bulldozers, waterbombing hotspots, and generally keeping the 

fire mostly contained (Doogan, 2006, p. 268-271).  

On the 17th of January the weather changes and winds blowing from the west send fires in the 

direction of urban Canberra (Doogan, 2006, p. 280.). This prompts the ACT fire command to shift 

their headquarters deeper into Canberra to the east. However, no warning to the public is issued at 

this stage (Doogan, 2006, p. 304-305). 

On the 18th of January weather conditions were extreme with winds pushing fires towards Canberra 

(Doogan, 2006, p. 321). At 2:45pm the public was alerted to the danger by ACT chief minister Jon 

Stanhope (Doogan, 2006, p. 345). With inadequate preparation and warning given to the people of 

Canberra, the fires caused significant damage to the western suburbs of Canberra. Damage was 

caused not just from fire, but also from a fire tornado that tore through residences (Doogan, 2006, p. 

349). Ultimately 470 homes were destroyed, over 490 people were injured, and 4 people perished 

(Doogan, 2006, p. 368-373). The Mount Stromlo observatory was also severely damaged in the 

bushfires (ANU, 2022).  



The ruins of Mount Stromlo observatory after the fire (Cutting, 2003) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphic of the Canberra Bushfire over time.  

(Martyman, 2006).  

 

 

 



Causes of the disaster: 

While the fires were ignited by dry lightning strikes, the lack of preparation led to unnecessarily 

difficult circumstances facing the ACT fire services. There were plans being made to start reducing 

fuel loads across the ACT, however this required extensive preparation and wasn’t implemented 

before January 2003 (Doogan, 2006, p. 64-70). This meant that in some areas fuel loads were in 

some places ‘…as high as they could get.’ (Doogan, 2006, p. 69). These high fuel loads contribute to 

higher intensity flames and faster spreading fire (Doogan, 2006, p. 68). This, along with an ongoing 

drought in Australia meant that the fire services were facing natural conditions that were conducive 

to bushfire (Hedley & Lu, 2004).  

One of the biggest faults of the fire services in combating these fires was not acting aggressively 

enough in the beginning when the fires were more manageable (Doogan, 2006).  One of the 

contributing factors to this failure was worries about safety conditions on the first night of the fire 

(Doogan, 2006, p. 120-122). According to the incident controller of the Bendora fire, there was 

danger that the steep terrain and dense vegetation would be too difficult to manage with poor 

visibility, as they were approaching night (Doogan, 2006, p. 120). They were also concerned that the 

fire fighters who had already been working since 7:30 am would have difficulty facing another 12 

hours (Doogan, 2006, p. 120). Also, there was the threat of falling timber and branches facing the 

crew, along with the lack of direct medical assistance considering their remote location (Doogan, 

2006, p. 120-121). These were the reasons for withdrawing from the Bendora fire, however the 

other ACT fires of Stockyard Spur and Mount Gingera faced similar logistical issues (Doogan, 2006, p. 

127-131). Ultimately the fires weren’t perceived as requiring extinguishing immediately and were 

left to burn for the night (Doogan, 2006, p. 120-131).   

Contributing to the mismanagement of the fires was a breakdown in communication between 

personnel on the ground and command centres (Doogan, 2006, p. 113). Continued 

misunderstandings resulted in reports on the sizes of the fires to be wildly inaccurate (Doogan, 2006, 

p. 157-158). 

Another factor that contributed to disaster was poor adjustment to predicted weather patterns. It 

was acknowledged as early as January 13th that there would be changes to the wind as part of 

Canberra’s weather pattern that could direct the fires towards urban areas (Doogan, 2006, p. 197). 

The failure to act aggressively while the wind was relatively neutral was ultimately a missed 

opportunity. 



 

Map showing the change of direction of the fire towards Canberra due to wind (SMH, 2013) 

Finally, the lack of adequate updates and warnings to the Canberra public was a major failure. Even 

once it had become apparent to the fire service authorities that the flames would likely reach the 

urban areas of the ACT, official warnings and declarations of danger came unreasonably late 

(Doogan, 2006, p. 304-305). This left the residents of the western suburbs vulnerable and 

unprepared to fight the incoming fires (Doogan, 2006, p. 366).  

 

Legacy of the Bushfires:  

While the memories of the 2003 Bushfires are still seared in the memories of those who were 

around to experience them, there are indications that many Canberrans have moved on and 

forgotten the lessons of the experience. The determination to rebuild an area so quickly that was 

devasted by a naturally occurring disaster is dangerous, as if tempting fate and forgetting the 

possibilities that fires present (ABC, 2003). The desire to rebuild in the western suburbs that saw 

devastation is indicative of people’s ability to move on and forget. It represents a humanistic 

perspective that people are capable of withstanding and outlasting the forces of nature, even when 

history has proved otherwise (Rusen, 2006). Walking through the affected areas of Duffy and 

Chapman, people would be hard pressed to find evidence of the disaster that occurred decades 

earlier. The homes have been rebuilt and memories of the past have been swept away to 

accommodate new houses, and fresh gardens.  

 



 

 

Lincoln Close in Chapman featuring new houses in 2020 (Kirkpatrick, 2020) 

 

Lincoln Close in Chapman after the bushfires in 2003 (Seselja, 2003) 

 

While being able to rebuild shows resilience, the way in which this suburb has transformed itself 

without considering past events, and the possibilities of future bushfire events is both dismissive and 

short-sighted. This attempt to bury the past and disappear into the future can be observed in one of 

the memorials to the bushfires of 2003.  

 



 

Memorials serve multiple purposes in communities. They help link people to the past, establishing a 

connection to their heritage and history. They allow people to reflect on lessons of past events and 

perhaps understand their purpose and role for the future. They provide public spaces in which 

knowledge can be shared (Gurley & Ozer, 2013). The memorials that remember the 2003 Canberra 

bush fires present contrasting ideals on how the past should be remembered and observed.  

The official memorial of the Canberra bushfires sits in an area that is not even signposted. This area 

is difficult to find, and not prominently featured as apart of the community. This reclusiveness 

speaks volumes about attitudes towards the fires, as though the event is a relic of the past. 

Something shameful to be buried and hidden away as if it were incapable of returning and wreaking 

the same havoc. As though humanity had already withstood the worst nature could wield and had 

emerged without baggage. This aversion to confronting the realities of nature and societies place 

within it again presents an overwhelmingly humanistic approach to dealing with adversity (Rusen, 

2006). Rather than absorb the lessons of the past, they are disregarded.  

The structures of the memorial itself are on their own striking and give insight into the devastation. 

They give visitors a glimpse into how the victims of the bushfires must’ve felt and their loss. In places 

like this, the aura of respect and silent contemplation is tangible. In this regard the memorial 

functions as a place for people to remember and pay their respects to the past. However, this all is 

undercut by the previously mentioned fact that the memorial itself is so hidden, as if it were 

something shameful, to be kept secret. In addition to this, the memorial has been allowed to foster 

growth of new plant life all around it, limiting its views of both the suburb of Duffy, and Mount 

Stromlo, two significant locations in the bushfire. This only adds to the feeling of isolation and 

secrecy.  

While the memorial does provide a poignant place in which to reflect on events of the past, and gain 

appreciation for moments of human heroism and tragedy, it does feel disconnected from both the 

community and nature itself.  

 

Bent rusted poles, representing scorched and wind damaged trees (Kirkpatrick, 2020) 



 

A pool and glass columns housing pictures from the 2003 bushfires. (Kirkpatrick, 2020) 

 

The memorial when it was initially completed in 2006 (ACT, 2006) 

 

 

 

 



 

The other memorial in Mt Taylor Estate dedicated to the bushfires offers a different perspective on 

how to remember and acknowledge past events. First and foremost, the tree carving stands in a 

public place, near a park. The openness and vulnerability of this location contrasts heavily with the 

secrecy of the official memorial. This feels more spontaneous, welcoming, inclusive, and connected 

to the community in a way that the official one didn’t quite achieve. This memorial focuses more on 

the relationship between nature and humanity. That rather than separate itself from nature, human 

civilisation has and always will be intertwined with its natural environment.  

There is a very large emphasis on indigenous representation and art in the memorial and its 

surroundings. The style of this art contrasts with the pictures and messages left at the official 

memorial. Whereas those were centred around the human experience, this imagery is more creative 

in how it attempts to consolidate the message of humanity’s coexistence with nature. There is clear 

symbolism that indicates that western views of handling bushfires are inadequate compared to 

holistic Indigenous approaches (Betigeri, 2020). In a broad sense, this can be interpreted that a 

failure to understand nature and humanities place within it, can cause these disasters. Imagery also 

calls back to the people of indigenous cultures and their ability to work with the land, rather than 

against it (Binskin, 2020).  

This memorial gives off a more personal expression of human grief and remembrance and is 

substantially more intellectually stimulating. While the official memorial was effective at producing 

contemplation of the past, this memorial succeeded in many different ways. It ultimately establishes 

a much stronger connection to both the land and the community, making it more respectful. It also 

encourages people to contemplate not just the 2003 bushfires as an isolated event, but humanities 

role in shaping the events that lead to bushfires.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memorial dedicated to nature and humanities place within it (Kirkpatrick, 2020) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bushfire and regrowth symbolism, adorned by an eagle (Kirkpatrick, 2020) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artisitc contributions from the community (Kirkpatrick, 2020) 

 

Many of the memories and stories that feature prominently in the media are those of heroism, loss, 

and the human experience. These stories often describe people’s complete shock and 

unpreparedness for the fire’s ferocity and speed. “…He's oblivious to the looming fire until another 

Darwinia Terrace neighbour alerts him. Mazey steps outside and is stunned. There is a fire in the 

forest. He and his wife, Janice, begin trying to protect the house by filling the gutters with water and 

hosing the fences” (SMH, 2003).  

These stories contribute to a narrative that the fires were unpredictable. This narrative diminishes 

the role of the authorities in handling the disaster and in a broader sense, humanities relationship 



with nature. While these stories of the human experience are important and not to be diminished, 

they don’t tell the whole story and can detract from other lessons that are important takeaways to 

the overall event.  

 

It is important to understand that Canberra will never be completely safe from bushfires (Weaver, 

2021). Canberra is a city sorrunded by dry grasslands and the bush. By virtue of its location it will 

always have a connection to the land and all the dangers that poses. This is a lesson that can be 

taken away from the second memorial, as opposed to the first.  

Natural Hazards Cooperative Research Centre CEO Richard Thornton has stated, "There is no silver 

bullet for bushfire safety, or indeed for all natural disasters.” (Neil, 2020). While this is true, Canberra 

can be considered safer in the sense that it is accumulating experience, and as technological 

advances such as the internet and mobile phones improve communication, there is no reason why 

Canberra can’t reconcile with it’s past and develop a better relationship with nature (Tremaine & 

Tuberson, 2017). That said, the decision to rebuild in fire affected locations and continued expansion 

of urban areas suggests that bushfires will continue to be an issuec facing Canberrans for years to 

come (ACT, 2022).  

The closest Canberra has come to suffering another devestating bushfire came during the 2019-2020 

fires that ravaged much of Australia’s Eastern Coast. A report presented to the minister for police 

and emergency services found that the relative lack of damage to Canberran lives and infrastructure 

was due to, “…good preparation and a concerted effort through a whole of Government delivery of a 

well-coordinated response” (Johnson, 2020, p. 1). This signals that Canberra has improved it’s ability 

to respond to natural disasters since 2003. Specifically, it appears as though ACT and NSW fire 

services were better coordinated and communication to the public was much improved (Johnson, 

2020, p. 17-26).  

 

 

Natural Hazards: 

While natural disasters are a fact of nature and by extension, human life, there are ways to mitigate 

their effects on society. In order to minimise natural hazards, a focus on both long term planning and 

short term action should be implemented to mitigate potentially hazardous circumstances (NRC, 

1991). This essentially means taking a proactive stance on addressing the causes of natural disasters 

and establishing early how to respond in the event of one. In the specific case of bushfires proactive 

action can be in the form of fuel management through backburning. While long term preparation 

can present in strong infrastucture, such as making sure homes are built with structural integrity.  

Using the Black Saturday bushfires of 2009 as an example, it can be observed that multiple 

requirements should be established for living in potentially hazardous environments. It is 

contentious to say that humans should begin withdrawing from areas that are threatened by natural 

conditions. Communities are established in remote locations for a variety of reasons. While these 

communities do face danger, in order to accomdate a growing society this practice should be 

allowed as long homes and infrastructure are built with an emphasis on maintaining building codes 

and structural integrity (Teague, 2010, p. 33). Also, effective means of evacutaion and disaster 

response are established, including clairifcation of whether to stay and defend, or flee (Teague, 

2010, p. 5-7). These principles apply to all natural disaster scenarios, not just bushfires. Ultimately, 



as long as proper respect is given to the environment, and communties are sufficently prepared, 

they should be fine to remain within marginal, dangerous places.  

Climate change in an area like Canberra will cause the region to experience extreme weather 

changes (NSW, 2020). This will present in an increase of temperature with the region expected to 

become hotter and drier over the coming decades (NSW, 2020). With regards to natural disasters, 

this leaves the region more susceptable to fires due to hotter, drier conditions (NSW, 2020).  

Animals have an inherrent role in establishing the natural landscape. Loss of biodversity in Canberra 

can have an unforseeable and damaging impact on the environment. For example, in the 2001 

Canberra bushfires the foraging of rabbits had the effect of leaving grasslands susceptable to the 

fires bare, thus aiding in the defense of the city (Doogan, 2006, p. 62). Circumstances such as this can 

be unforseen, and thus the effect of animals on wider human society can go unnoticed. 

Acknowledging their relationship to the land and human society is a part of breaking free of 

humanistic thinking (Rusen, 2006).  

Final thoughts: 

Overall, it appears as though society is attempting to conform the environment to human desires, 

rather than adapt to the realities of nature. This is presented in the continued development of urban 

areas, especially in regions that historically have been vulnerable to environental disasters (ACT, 

2022). This stubborness can still result in a safe way of living so long as a respectful relationship 

between society and nature is established and the lessons from the past are adhered to.  

Ultimately, the 2003 bushfires were a reminder that humanities place within the environment is 

always at a point of precariousness. No matter how technologically advanced society becomes or 

how long ago the last fire was, natural disasters are an inherrent part of the communities future. In 

order to live along side them with any degree of comfort, an acknowledgement of both the past and 

the undeniable presence of the environment must be accepted. This means that people must 

become open to establishing a respectful relationship with the environment.  
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Subject: It must be true: knowledge, culture, creativity (11109) 

Assessment: Assignment 3: Research essay 

Student number: u3160395 

Research question: Social media is a tool that allows for worldwide communication of ideas and 

perspective. Is it now only being used to reinforce societal categorizations and political ideologies? 

 

The internet has become a staple of modern life, especially in first world countries. In western 

nations, almost every single person has access to the internet. Worldwide it is estimated that at least 

half of the planet’s population can get onto the world wide web (Ortiz-Ospina et al., 2019). The 

internet gives people the ability to access information about almost any topic. People are also able 

to upload their own information and ideas to the internet, creating a space where perspectives can 

be shared. This allows for people to experience perspectives and ideas that they have not before 

been exposed to and learn about ideologies they don’t already align with. In theory this modern 

form of information sharing should create a culture where people are understanding and informed 

about opposing ideologies, even if they still don’t agree with them. Instead, due to the nature of the 

internet people are being fed information that they already agree with and want to see. Online and 

social media algorithms are designed to give people information and content that aligns with their 
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pre-existing ideologies and thoughts (Bucher, 2018). Social media is one the biggest contributing 

factors to stagnation of critical thinking and social development online. This is because social media 

is used for online interaction but is designed to not show users content that is confrontational or 

opposes their ideologies. Not only that but the anonymity of the internet and lack of consequence 

for poor behaviour allows for a toxic environment (Obadiwu, 2020). Because of this, productive civil 

discussions between people with opposing ideals rarely occur.  One of the consequences of the state 

of online culture is the continuation of social categorization. Social categorization is the idea that 

people are defined by categories such as race, gender, political alignment, and sexuality (Fernbach 

and Langhe, 2019). Social categorisation is ultimately a negative aspect of society as people’s true 

character is overlooked in favour of their definitions. These definitions are only reinforced online, as 

people are locked into cliques and groups that are determined by algorithms. Politics are especially 

affected by the evolution of the internet, with campaigns and marketing now being targeted at 

online users (Garret, 2019). Propaganda has evolved to adapt to the internet, and people are now 

being defined by their political leanings (Faris et al., 2017). Social media is an online phenomenon 

that has developed into a tool that reinforces categorization and paradoxically contributes to 

cultural stagnation.  

Social media through its large user base and inherent method of content sharing has become the 

biggest contributing factor to social categorisation. Facebook for example recorded 2.26 billion users 

worldwide on their platform in 2019. It was only 2004 when Myspace was the first social media 

platform to reach 1 million monthly users (Ortiz-Ospina et al., 2019). The exponential growth of 

social media highlights just how quickly the internet has become a part of worldwide culture. 

Because of the sheer number of users that various social media platforms have managed to gather, 

their influence on culture cannot be understated. The average internet user spends approximately 

144 minutes on social media every day (Ortiz-Ospina et al., 2019). This time is spent looking at 

content like pictures, news stories, articles, and videos. This content is given to users through 

algorithms that specifically give them content that they want to see. This concentrated stream of 

information places people inside a filter bubble (Pariser, 2011). Inside this filter bubble, people’s way 

of thinking becomes extremely one dimensional. They are fed ideals and information that continues 

to reinforce and build upon pre-existing thoughts. The danger of this is that it causes a type of 

intellectual isolation. People become so used to their own ideas that have been hammered into 

them, that they react radically to ones that oppose them. This is where cultural stagnation comes 

into play. In theory, the internet provides every single viewpoint and perspective that can contribute 

to objective thinking. Instead, people are becoming more and more detached from what other 

people think and feel. This phenomenon is only exacerbated by the amount of time people spend 

online, as opposed to interacting in person. Interaction with others who share similar viewpoints 

isn’t helpful as it leads to echo chambers (John and Stefanie, 2018), the regurgitation and repeating 

of ideas that don’t result in progress. Part of what makes social media so effective in influencing 

people is the predictable nature in which people react to others. Fu et al. (2015) conducted an 

experimented that analysed the way people react to certain stimuli on the internet, especially on 

social media. The study found that users will react to other people and content online in a manner 

that can be predicted based on their demographics. This shows that even when people are exposed 

to content that may conflict with their pre-existing ideas, they may simply ignore it, deciding not to 

interact. Social media platforms also give users the option to block pages, channels, platforms, and 

other people. This stops their content from appearing and only further serves to solidify the filter 

bubble. The culmination of all this is the continuation of social categorisation. While an aspect of 

society that existed before the internet, it is now being strengthened in the way people interact.  

 



Social categorisation is a dangerous aspect of human interaction that can cause people to misjudge 

the true character of others around them. Humans are designed to categorise the things they see 

(Fernbach and Langhe, 2019). It’s important to make distinctions between things so that threats can 

be assessed. This is done so that people can give appropriate reactions to certain stimuli. For 

example, most people would react differently to seeing a child playing with a semi realistic gun 

compared to a green coloured space themed weapon. While both represent weaponry, the toy gun 

imitates a very real danger while the green space weapon is clearly fake and fictious. This form of 

categorisation is fine, identifying the connotations of certain behaviours or objects. However 

categorising people is a separate issue altogether. Identifying people based on superficial details can 

lead to not truly understanding how others think and feel. There are big social issues associated with 

categorisation such as racism, homophobia, and gender inequality. It isn’t necessarily a problem to 

identify certain aspects of someone’s character. These can often be part of their identity and inform 

how their character has developed. The problem is making assumptions about people’s character 

because of their definitions. For example, it’s okay to recognise that someone is of a different race. 

People of different cultures can learn from each other and share perspective, progressing society.  

However, making assumptions of their character because they are of a different race is when issues 

arise. Associating people of a race with certain types of behaviour is stereotyping and regressive. 

Johnson and Lick (2014) found that people are inclined to associate appearances with labels like 

sexuality, religion, and age. These knee-jerk responses to superficial details can happen online, by 

looking at other user’s profile details and biographies which often are used to define themselves. 

Not only are people given negative connotations because of their definitions, some people are given 

false positive ones. People are prone to thinking positively of others if their ideologies match their 

own. Thinking in this way blinds people to other aspects of their true character. Just because 

someone presents a version of themselves that aligns with a certain ideology, it doesn’t mean that 

they truly think or behave according to it. Because people are inclined to only interact with people 

who share the same opinions, society is missing an important aspect of its development. Dialectics is 

a form of discourse between two people who have opposing views but wish to find a solution to the 

disagreement (Maybee, 2020). A thesis or an idea will naturally create its own antithesis, it’s 

opposite. Through civil discourse and discussion, they create a solution or synthesis. This is an aspect 

of society that is currently missing or being severely underutilised. Because people are choosing to 

only interact online with content that they align with, their ideas are not being challenged and they 

cannot progress as fluidly as they would if they were open to understanding reasonable arguments. 

It can be seen even in political debates that true discourse is being pushed to the side in favour 

bland rhetoric.  

Social media has given politics a new arena for campaign marketing, discourse, and propaganda to 

take place (Faris et al., 2017). Political campaigns have always relied on sensationalist marketing and 

even propaganda in order to push agendas and make an impression on voters (Plasser, 2002). The 

world has now adapted to the internet as a place where information about any topic is available. 

Political agendas are now pushed on people in the form of online ads, propaganda, and ideology 

specific content. Propaganda has always played a role in politics and it has been given new life due 

to the internet. This has led to a social climate where people define themselves by either left- or 

right-wing political ideologies. While there have always been communities who are associated with 

certain political leanings, it seems now that through the internet people are able to define their 

character through their politics. As already established, this idea of cementing oneself to a certain 

group or culture is dangerous as it hinders progress and objective thinking. This is especially 

problematic for politics however as the policies and decisions that politicians make will help 

determine the attitudes and behaviour of people in their area of governance. A candidate for 

election should be elected through arguments and discourse that are objective and rational. The 



voting public should make their decision on who to vote for based on their individual merit and 

arguments, using objective third person thinking. However, it seems now that people will choose to 

align with a political party and vote for them regardless of the actual arguments being put forth. 

Political campaigns will play into these predictable responses by using their reach on social media to 

further reinforce their ideals. Social media’s role on this self-imposed categorisation is that it allows 

people to more easily draw a line in the sand, segregate people based on beliefs. Filtering through 

information that is easily digestible while purging anything that challenges people.  

The internet is a resource that has revolutionised the way that people interact and acquire 

knowledge. Through it many pathways have opened to help broaden thinking and progress society. 

However, aspects of the internet that influence much of the world have stunted this growth. By 

placing people in subcultures and genres of society, social media has drawn lines that segregate 

people from others. Social media’s influence is massive, a connected network the likes of which the 

world has never seen. It’s role in shaping society is something that cannot be underestimated. Social 

categorisation has always had a role in society and is now being enhanced by the influence of social 

media platforms that condition users to stay within their alignments. Politics and democracy are 

now institutions that have adapted to the internet and are relying on social categorisation to 

cultivate their voters. People need to be able to think objectively about how they perceive others 

and what they believe in.  
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Assignment 1: Knowing the ‘Other’ 

1. When someone is referred to as the object of knowledge is means that they are something to be 

studied or viewed as ‘other’. In some cases, these people are not given a chance to share their 

perspective or be viewed as equal. The experience of being an object of knowledge must be 

dehumanising, demeaning, and offensive. This experience relates heavily to race and gender, as 

minorities in these categories are often subjected to the experience of being viewed as an object to 

be studied, rather than someone who has knowledge or a valuable perspective. An example of 

someone being made an object of knowledge is the study of Sarah Bartmann, also known as the 

Hottentot Venus (Ahmed, 2002, 51). The nickname refers to her place of origin and the Roman 

goddess of love and fertility. Sarah Bartmann was a woman originating in modern day South Africa 

who in the early 19th century was apart of freak shows and objectified because of her buttocks. 

Europeans were fascinated with what they saw as a primitive body and studied her, showing her off 

as an attraction. Upon her death, her genitalia and buttocks were displayed in a museum (Ahmed, 

2002, 53). This all represents the concept of making someone an object of knowledge. Rather than 

being treated as a person with perspective, she was dehumanised, and studied as something 

separate from the white standard. The broader effect of such treatment to African women was the 

reinforcement of racially stereotyped ideals and narratives that continue to permeate through 

society in modern day.  

2. The concept of whiteness is built on the idea that it holds hegemony over all knowledge and 

cultural significance. The western view of world history, innovation, and development is filtered 
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through the white narrative that permeates through modern society. Aileen Moreton-Robinson 

(2004, 78) argues that this hegemony is sustained through capitalism and imperialism, citing events 

like the western invasion of Iraq as frontiers for continued whiteness.  While the history of the entire 

world is too long to properly contextualise in a short space, there are many different voices, 

cultures, and people that embody it. However, by sustaining a firm grasp on world events and by 

dominating the cultural narratives, whiteness has become the loudest voice. It is in this world where 

whiteness dominates and shapes the future, blackness must fit in. By establishing whiteness as 

standard or normal, blackness is inherently regarded as abnormal and different, outside the cultural 

space dominated by the majority voice. The role that knowledge plays in this imbalanced 

relationship is that it reinforces the white view of the world, keeping black perspective on the 

peripheries. While knowledge isn’t inherently a bad quality, the way it has been repurposed, 

manipulated, and highlighted has created a world where the white narratives hold prevalence over 

all others. What this does is give white people privilege, a sense of confidence that their opinions 

and ideals will be considered and listened to. While on the other hand black people must fight to 

have their stories and voices heard, facing unfair prejudice, as they are the minority voice trying to 

penetrate the established hegemony of whiteness. An example that Aileen Moreton-Robinson 

(2004, 75) offers is the indigenous people of Australia who she believes have been represented as 

the ‘known’ rather than the knowers. Essentially, the Indigenous people haven’t been given the 

ability to contribute significantly to the overall narrative. Instead, they’ve been considered subjects, 

a piece of the puzzle for the knowers and academics to fit into the established cultural narrative.  

3.  The idea of pathologized blackness creates an inherent imbalance in the relationships between 

black and non-black people. An intangible barrier between people where one race (white) is seen as 

standard or normal, while the other is exotic and different. There is a spectrum of how people 

interact with different races. On the extreme end is blatant racism and discrimination, while on the 

more subdued side there are subtle reminders in behaviour that keep people segregated. These 

behaviours include adopting stereotypical language and behaving overly friendly in an unnatural 

attempt to seem not racist. A contemporary example that represents this more subtle, yet still 

racially driven behaviour is the 2017 film ‘Get out’ by director Jordan Peele. The premise of the film 

is about a young interracial couple staying at the home of the white partners parents’ house. 

Through meeting and interacting with her family and friends, a sense of looming dread and anxiety is 

ramped up through out the film, with an eventual conflict. One of the more prevalent themes in the 

film is idea that being black is becoming fashionable. The offensive characters of the film aren’t 

blatantly racist. They themselves aren’t caricatures or stereotypes of the abhorrent racists seen in 

other stories about race. Instead, they represent the ignorance and callousness of those who believe 

themselves to have moved beyond racism and are more enlightened, yet still hold stereotypical 

views on race. The main character Chris is reduced to something less than human as he is subjected 

to many subtle yet offensive micro-aggressions. The film is a nuanced and modern view of race 

relations between black people and those who are not able to see black people as anything other 

than different, regardless of the degree of their prejudice. Sara Ahmed (2002, 62) describes this 

phenomenon, where regardless of whether people view other races with desire or disgust, they are 

participating in racializing them by establishing that they are seen as inherently different based on 

skin colour.  

4.  The idea that knowledge of the orient, creates the orient is based around the idea that the people 

contained within that area of the world are something to be studied. Edward Said (1995, 40) goes 

into further detail saying that from the perspective of those who view the orient, they are people to 

be studied, disciplined, judged, and ultimately viewed as a culture dominated by bigger and stronger 

societies. These ideas of reducing the orient into something to be studied and gawked at, results in 



those people being represented and contained by cultural powers that aren’t themselves. Their 

voices, stories, and ideals are dissected and filtered by outsiders. To summarise, the orient is created 

by those who have attempted to build a narrative, and a culture that doesn’t necessarily represent 

the reality of those people. The voices of those who live in that area of the world and experience the 

true reality haven’t contributed to the established narrative, which is represented in how people 

view the orient. Orientalism is a concept that according to Edward Said (1995, 41) coincided with 

unparalleled European domination of the Earth. And it is because of this connection that orientalism 

has with European imperialism, that Said believes they reinforced each other. Their mutual 

relationship served to build each other up and allow for the established Western narratives to serve 

as the cultural standard. Ultimately what this means is that Orientalism serves to establish a 

distinction between the culturally superior West and the Inferior and East (Said, 1995, 42). This 

means that by acknowledging orientalism, people both create orientalism and serve its inherent 

purpose, of reinforcing cultural narratives.  

5.  Maryam Khalid (2011, 19) argues that in the post 9/11 world, the United states saw itself as a 

beacon for freedom and opportunity. As the US attempted to position itself in the highchair 

morality, democracy, and freedom, it did so by portraying the ideals of the eastern world as the 

opposite. The eastern world and Muslim cultures must have seemed entirely alien and foreign to 

many people who were not familiar with them. Due to this, perception was built through 

contemporary and news sources. People rely on these sources to build their understanding and 

opinion. As Maryam Khalid argues (2011, 15), these images or depictions can have the undesirable 

effect of building orientalism.  

This image comes from the animated sitcom, ‘Family Guy’. The 

context of the image is that the child character asks the man to show 

him the noise he makes when assassinating an infidel. There are 

multiple layers in the joke and visuals that contribute to orientalism. 

First, the clothing that the man is wearing reinforces the idea that 

not only is he Muslim, but he is also dangerous.  The phrase 

“Cooking with Gas,” is converted to a joke about mustard gas which 

can be used in warfare. Secondly, the premise of the joke is that the 

man is willing to kill in the name of his beliefs, reinforcing the idea 

that Muslims are radical and violent in nature. These ideas are often 

specific to Muslim men. Whereas Muslim women are often 

stereotyped as oppressed and subjugated, the men are barbaric and 

deviant (Khalid, 2011, 20). Overall, the image serves to reinforce 

negative stereotypes and ideals that are now associated with the 

Eastern world. This has become apart of the Western view of Orientalism and builds intangible 

barriers between cultures that serve to separate and build ignorance.  
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